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we are the leading oem network when it comes to working with all aspects of obd2
vehicles. brought to you from the worlds largest programming product development
company. we exist to help you diagnose and tune your vehicle, 24/7. mpvi3 provides

data logging as well as ecu reprogramming and calibration, to deliver professional
performance and fuel economy gains for your vehicle. in order for a repair shop to

perform calibrations, log data, and reprogram your ecu they need a diagnostic
device like mpvi3. when you purchase mpvi3, they have access to a proven and

tried-and-true tune. obdwiz is the automotive diagnostic software that is included
with every scantool.net pc-based scan tool. it is a breeze to install, easy to use, and

is packed with features. use obdwiz to troubleshoot a problem with your vehicle,
improve fuel economy, clear the 'check engine' light, and verify emissions readiness.
it is touchscreen-friendly, and can even be used as a digital dashboard. key features:

compatible with all pc-based scan tools sold on this website supports all obd-ii
compliant vehicles, including eobd and jobd vehicles customizable dashboards fuel

economy mpg or km/l calculation real-time dashboard display including multiple trip
meters real-time plotting of all pid values recording and playback of monitored data

data logging to csv format reading and clearing diagnostic trouble codes display
battery voltage read freeze frame data day-time and night-time display english and

metric units statistical calculations including min, max, and mean values over 90
supported pids full control over polling rates and priorities displays vehicle
information including vin number and calibration id obd console for sending

commands directly to the vehicle designed for single and multi-core processors
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with the android car diagnostic apps, they dont
really understand us at all. if my car was acting

funny, i need to know how to diagnose it
myself, which button to push, what buttons to
push, and how. thats what i want from a car
diagnostic software. i want a device that has
the best database of information on my car,

and when its there, i want it to be easy to see
and easy to read, not have to dive into a bunch

of menus. the second issue i have with the
android car diagnostic apps, are the marketing
pull. i don't want to have to look like a car nut,
because i know i'm not. i also don't want a car

diagnostic app that tells me that i will save
money on servicing or my oil/gasoline bill

because this app "knows" i'm a bad person and
i should buy my gas from this company. i don't
think these companies have looked into how to

make these apps better, because i honestly
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believe their end goal is to get as much money
as possible. that's why i choose the professional

car diagnostic software. there are many apps
out there that do similar things to what i need,
but they dont have the customization i need. i

have a list of features i need, and the other
apps don't have it. another problem with the

android car diagnostic apps is that they are all
available in all the app stores. meaning that if
you've purchased one app, you'll have to buy

the rest of the apps too, which is a pain.
working with over 100 model years of obd2
vehicles, we continue to engineer the most

advanced obd2 diagnostic app and tuning suite
available. with our advanced technology,

mpvi3.com is the only solution that will deliver
hassle free connectivity, operation, and

performance to make it easier to diagnose and
customize your vehicle. 5ec8ef588b
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